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	            Dentist – Rowley, MA

	            How Dentistry is Meant to Be
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					Explore Dental Services
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					Dr. St. Clair’s Blog

				
	        

	    

	    
			
				Our Dental Philosophy

				You Always Come First
						The most important gift a provider can give is their time. We believe our nearby patients deserve this time. Our dental office focuses on the provider-patient relationship, not on how many patients we can see in a day. We are committed to the choices we have made to provide this type of care for our patients. From cutting-edge
					
						dental implants
					
					 to last-minute
					
						emergency dentistry
					
					, your dental care is your choice.
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					Down-to-Earth Dental Team

					Our caring dental team develops lifelong relationships built on mutual trust, respect, and smiles.
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					We Value Your Time

					Your visit is reserved just for you, and we take the necessary time during your appointment.
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					Real, Honest Conversations

					Dr. St. Clair’s co-diagnostic approach ensures you truly understand each and every one of your treatment options. 
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					Flexible Payment Options

					High-quality dentistry, completely in reach. Ask us about dental insurance, financing, and our in-house plan.
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					Infection Control & Sterilization

					Your safety is our #1 priority, and we comply with all OSHA, CDC and ADA requirements and recommendations.
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	    			Rowley’s Dentist

	    			Dentistry, with Integrity Since 1996
	    				Our approach is simple – treat our patients in your area the way we would want to be treated. This includes listening to concerns, engaging in open dialogue, and helping achieve better health and thus better quality of life.
 

	    				We thrive on helping people. That’s why we are here; we want to make a difference. We are passionate about providing top-tier preventive, restorative, and
						
							cosmetic dentistry
						
						. We look forward to seeing you!
					 

	    			
	    				Get a Complimentary 2nd Opinion
	    				More on Dental Insurance
	    				Read Dr. St. Clair’s Full Bio
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	    			Comprehensive & Caring Family Dentistry

	    			Our personalized approach to care is possible because we choose to practice this way. 

	    				We treat every patient near you as an individual. There are no cookie cutter approaches to the care we provide.
					

	    			Dr. St. Clair and his team take the time to discuss your specific situation and needs, to achieve your desired level of care. We want you to be an active participant in your health.  
	    			
	    		
	    	


			
				Do You Treat Children?
				Yes, we do treat children! In fact, we prefer to see and follow children as they develop. If the need arises to use the services of a pediatric dentist, we have a great relationship with pediatric dental offices in the area.

				Learn More 

			

		





	    	
	    			    			
					
Dr. St. Clair's Favorite Dental Rule—
 
 
The W.I.D.I.O.M rule:
 Would I Do It On Me?

 
						    			
	    		

				
					
						Most DentistryDone Right Here
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			Dental Patient Reviews

			Top-Rated on Google
			
				
					“I can always count on everyone at Dr. St. Clair’s office in Rowley to be caring and understanding. They always seem to be able to make room for me when I need them! I recently had a crown come off and they got me in right away! Thanks!” 

					
						[image: Google logo]
						David B., Rowley, MA
					
				

				
					“The office staff was efficient and friendly, the hygienist did a wonderful job, and Dr. St. Clair was great!  By far the best dental practice I've ever visited.  Highly recommended!” 
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						Steve R., Rowley, MA
					
				

				
					“I've been seeing Dr. St. Clair and his wonderful staff for a dozen years now. Never a wait, always ready to answer questions, top care every times. I'm so lucky this office is in my town!” 
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						Holly R., Rowley, MA
					
				

			

			

			
				Read More Reviews
			

	    

	    
	    	Rowley Dentist Blog

	    	From the Desk of Dr. St. Clair
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				Your Dental Team

				Exceptional is What We Aim For
					We understand you have a choice for your dental care. Our dental office is small on purpose, and our
					
						dental team near Georgetown
					
					 is exceptional on purpose. Patients choose us for their care because they appreciate our comprehensive and individualized approach.
				  

				We want you to know you are making the right decision, so please don't hesitate to ask any questions you have before you choose us.  

				
					Complete New Patient Paperwork
					Ask a Question
					Make an Appointment
				

			
	    

		
			
				3 Ways We Make Dentistry Affordable
			

			
				Whether you’re coming in for your routine checkup or a specialty service, like
				
					sleep apnea treatment
				
				 or
				
					veneers
				
				, please know that we are here to help you navigate the financial side of your care as well. In other words, our knowledgeable
				
					dental team near Boxford
				
				 can explain your dental insurance coverage, help you space out your payments into smaller chunks with CareCredit, or reduce your out-of-pocket expenses with any applicable special offers. Truly, we’re here to help!
			

			
		

		
			
				Finding Our Rowley Dental Office
			

			
				Although we’re located in Rowley, we’re happy to welcome individuals and families from all over the area, including patients looking for a
				
					dentist near Ipswich
				
				 or a
				
					dental office near Topsfield
				
				. When it’s time for your appointment, simply head on over to 151 Central Street in Rowley, which is close to Country Gardens and across from Choice Graphics. If you need any assistance locating us, give our
				
					dental team near Groveland
				
				 a call!
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            Have a Question? Ask Dr. St. Clair
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
            
        

    

    
        
            Ready to Get Started?
            	We accept 15 new patients per month into our
				
					dental office near Newbury
				
				. This limit allows us to maintain the level of service we feel best serves our patients. We look forward to meeting you, establishing a lasting professional relationship, and providing quality dental care – from preventive to
				
					sedation dentistry
				
				 – to improve and maintain your health.
			

            Request an Appointment 
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                Office Hours
                
                    Monday 7:00 am - 4:00 pm

                    Tuesday 7:00 am - 4:00 pm

                
                
                    Wednesday 7:00 am - 1:00 pm

                    Thursday 7:00 am - 4:00 pm
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